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H*C_iiz) cohomology operations form Steerod algebra A
H*(X) is an A-module.

H*CX) EM, as an A-modules realization. problem.

↑ is a realization ofM.

Notation: 33S-S/ cofiber, H*(P): Sg 2 is detected by Sg'
'St 5- Sy

H*Cly): "Sq
Y =

=$1219/.
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IAdams), 2851 53 periodicity lower is better

[Davis - Mahowald 1950]

first construct As using strated real projective space.
ps p,

YEA, induces surf in H, and rofiberty) 534,

--Y*All"Y-z'Y
--

All), is gen by sig and sq?
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The IDM 1980]. E8 distinct us selfmaps whose cofibers As have 4 distinct

htpy types, such that H*(Al) EAC1).

summary: · construct As such that H*(A) E AL, as ALD-mod.

· find v-selfmap on 4 and identify HFCCL1) with H*(A.)
· analyze A-mod structure of ACD). Chtpy types of All.

· connect to v-selfmap: given A-modstr, it is realized by which us self
meps

I Voewodsky 2003], gives motion of motivic homotopy theory,
cofiber,

-g" =24 simplicial sphere. we have steered algebra A*
S"= Dim geometric,sphere. that is a reptcoalgebroid.
SHIRBE SAEBSSH

b =-E.2: Sing"-S"ngl
no
actionSES SkS
SES is the IR-motivic Hopf map.

"sbS SAS, it is the sept construction of
s"x S"1 Is g1.1,



H**Cpt). = 1M2 =FzEz,p],

8:33-38

Sigz-p

We constructA

Q:In eCHFCR)*3) is
hi

a free All)-mod,

we compute v, in

ExtAR CH**CYIDY), 1MRC.
I,
IY,4],

identify H**CC(vi)) E H**CA*).
we don't know if (vi) hasthe same
htpy type of Al.



Alos', as an Ale)

S12 and 5 are two realizations ofAlo)

SH">SH, inverts 0,

CLE):HET. E VITHEz,
# (2) =2, Ch) = 0.

L" H**(x)) =Sg'CEH**(X)),



***(kgl) EAjt*

if treat each come as dot.

Sy*400:Pos(p.y31) + DtBos + 912)(.yn1) + x03(80x31) Y62

39" 410 =152 + P(p.Yr)
Ey"M= Pese2You) + Pe510.15+ incp yu) or
5 M3 =(P25 + Pes) (p.362)
-

39131 = 03670162) with 24 = Pos0s6 + 403(325+Peb)
->

80Noo = Pob (pFY62)



in SHR, wehave Y:=S3 in =

=SMS/M.
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vi-selfmap is between 542, Ya], I
The IBGL, 2021],

2H**(Y) -> ALD -> H*CYg)q

s
->

·jo hitting

tos If
thesum -> "

Let 9: 5h if if Xos + 03=0
·
Bs+0s 8 =9"
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